
Why can’t I just wear my 
own bra after surgery?

Because standard bras create 
cleavage. You have probably 
experienced heat build-up 
and moisture there, right?

The QualiBra Advanced 
keeps the wound area 
free, dry and clean. 
This will also get a nicer 
looking wound healing.

Heat and moisture on fresh 
wounds can cause infections 
or other problems that we 
want to avoid after surgery.

Yes, I think all women 
can relate to that.

Oh yes, 
definitely.

I understand. So what is different 
about the bra I have to use?

And it closes at front so you 
don’t have to reach behind 
your back. Let me show you 
how to regulate the space 
between your breasts.

Yes, and we can also regulate 
the bra at the sides of the 
breast like this. It will 
prevent the breast weight 
from pulling on the wound.

Of course, Linda, The blue band is 
to give constant support from the 
lateral sides of your sternum bone. 
This will help to stabilize and 
protect the bone during healing.

Yes, and there’s more. These 2 pockets act like 
handles and when you bring them together with your 
fingers it gives you more support around your chest. 
This lowers pain when you need to cough, sneeze, or 
if you have to strain during visits to the bathroom!

That would be fantastic!  
I worry about having an 
ugly scar afterwards.

It feels very 
comfortable 
and soft.

That is really something! 
But tell me what this 
blue band is for?

Looks really like everything 
was considered about how 
I can protect my wound!

Now I see why I 
cannot use my own 
bra after surgery.

Good. And QualiBra Advanced helps us 
nurses too! We can easily access your 
wound without having to open the bra!
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Good morning Linda. I would like to 
show you the special bra you need 
to wear after your heart surgery. 
It’s called QualiBra Advanced.

Also, normal bras close behind your back. After 
surgery, you have to avoid reaching behind your 
back like this while your breast bone is healing 
as that strains your bone and may delay healing. 


